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C H A P T E R  1

UNSEEN AND UNHEARD

Being heard is so close to being loved that for the average 
person they are almost indistinguishable.

— David W. Augsburger, Caring 
Enough to Hear and Be Heard

“This is my dreamer girl,” I tell students as a photo of myself 
appears on the classroom projection screen.

In the photo, I am eight years old. My hand is on my hip, and 
I’m rocking a f loppy hat and a T- shirt with horizontal stripes. My 
freckles are prominent, as is the contentment of my smile. I am 
a mixtape maker, an animal rescuer, and a notebook filler with 
aspirations of becoming an author.

“But becoming an author isn’t how life played out— at least 
not for the first several decades of my life,” I explain.

When it came time to choose my life course at the end of high 
school, I chose the sure thing. I settled for what I thought people 
wanted me to do and what I thought I could do without failing. 
It wasn’t that I didn’t want to be a teacher— I did. But leaving 
behind my dream of becoming an author also meant abandoning 
the dreamer girl inside. As I dedicated my time, focus, and energy 
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Pause.
Blink back tears.
“I really think she’ll like this one,” she said, holding it up.
And then she twirled so that the dress lifted . . . right along 

with my heart.
She is . . .
More than her grades, her dirty dishes, and her forgetfulness.
She is ideas.
She is heart.
She is optimistic and kind.
I’m starting to see . . .
The pauses are just as important as the guidance, and perhaps 

more important than the words.
They make space to observe, to ask, to listen, and to remember.
She is, she already is . . .
Someone extraordinary.
Because of her, a friend has something beautiful to wear to the 

last dance of her middle- school career.
And that dress has the potential to twirl and to lift hearts right 

along with it.
That is who she is, and that is more than enough.

R E F L E C T I O N  Q U E S T I O N S
1. In what ways do you feel in tune or out of tune with 

your intuitive/truest voice? How have you let it guide you 
recently? What, if anything, interferes with your ability to 
hear or trust your truest voice?

2. In what ways recently have you allowed the young person 
in your life to fully express what he or she is feeling or 
thinking? In what ways have you suppressed his or her 
truest thoughts and emotions?
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3. If the young person in your life was asked to list people 
who allow him or her to be authentic, do you think you 
would be on the list? Why or why not?

4. Think of three people you would describe as living authen-
tically. What traits do they possess? Which of those traits 
would you like to cultivate? Write a daily intention that 
helps you take one small step toward living more freely as 
yourself.

5. How might a more authentic, accepting version of you 
benefit the young person in your life?
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C H A P T E R  2

REJECTED

True belonging doesn’t require you to change who you 
are; it requires you to be who you are.

— Brené Brown, Braving the Wilderness

During my early twenties, I remember being overly concerned 
about my then- boyfriend’s appearance and image. Now that I 
understand I was adding layers to my mask of inauthenticity back 
then, it makes sense that I forced them on him, too. I’d kindly 
(and often not so kindly) instruct my boyfriend about what to 
wear, how to eat healthy, and how often to exercise. Despite his 
interests and strengths, I pushed him toward jobs that offered 
status and prestige. I noticed the look of defeat in his eyes when 
I offered up my “helpful suggestions,” but nevertheless, I kept 
saying them. After all, I wanted him to make a good impression.

This is for him, I told myself.
But was it? Or, subconsciously, was it all about me?
Beneath the critiques of his appearance and social status was 

my fear— fear that I wasn’t good enough, so I had to “prove” my 
worth by associating with successful and attractive people.

It came as no surprise that I continued this critical behavior in 
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wanted someone to look at me without judgment. I would have 
wanted someone to look at me and not see the worst in me— to 
see the hope in me.

Little did I know that my words of belief in this young man 
would become a key he used to make better choices, and eventu-
ally, a better life for himself.

It only takes a little bit of noticing to see that many kids are 
hurting these days— and adults, too. I believe that noticing each 
other’s pain and assuming the best, rather than the worst, might 
be a good place to begin healing.

With just a small shift in perspective, monumental things 
happen:

We open doors.
We look into each other’s eyes.
We connect as human beings.
We shelter one another.
We include and we accept, just as we would want someone 

to do for us.

R E F L E C T I O N  Q U E S T I O N S
1. What are some ideals you have for yourself and/or your 

kids that make life harder?
2. If you were to release yourself from the role of evaluator, 

what do you fear might result? What might you gain?
3. How might you reinforce the value and worth of the 

young people in your life without using external measures 
or societal definitions of success?

4. What would it look like if you loved yourself or the kids 
in your life unconditionally? How might you make one of 
those ideas a reality today?

5. Name one “key” you hold and describe how you might 
use it to open a door for someone you love.
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C H A P T E R  3

ADRIFT

Perhaps the most important thing we ever give each 
other is our attention.

— Rachel Naomi Remen, Kitchen Table Wisdom

On many afternoons, a fourth grader in our neighborhood greets 
Avery on her way home from the bus stop.

“Hello, Avery,” the boy says, stopping in the middle of his 
kickball game with friends. “How was your day at middle school?” 
he asks, patiently waiting to hear her reply.

The reason I know this is not because I see it; I know this 
only because my daughter told me. My perceptive girl knows this 
is a rare and noteworthy gesture in our fast- paced, head- down, 
inwardly focused culture.

But it’s what Avery said next that stuck with me. She said, 
“He’s one of those people who won’t change when he gets a 
phone.”

This insightful observation comes from a young person who 
has witnessed several before- and- after scenarios related to phone 
acquisition among her peers. Here are some of the changes she’s 
noticed:
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talk about it. I thought maybe going to the river would help. It is 
so peaceful there. I always feel better after I collect rocks.”

As I looked into her humongous eyes that held so much 
hope, I felt as if one of my wishes had just come true. Perhaps I 
didn’t need to keep adding to the list after all. With great relief, 
I realized that life experiences do not have to diminish with each 
new version of the iPhone. Human connection does not have to 
weaken as the need for Wi- Fi grows. The electronic screen does 
not have to become a substitute for life’s richest experiences— not 
if we pass down the tradition to live.

A young person can inherit my love for baking if I invite her 
into the kitchen.

A young person can inherit my need for walking outdoors if 
I ask her to join me.

A young person can inherit my thirst for authentic conversa-
tion if I open up and give her time to talk.

A young person can inherit my love for music if I take her to 
concerts and listen to what she likes.

A young person can inherit my places of refuge if I take her 
to wade in the river.

A young person can inherit life’s richest experiences if wishes 
become invitations.

So let us keep wishing— it’ll keep us intentional.
Let us keep living— it’ll keep us alive.
Let us keep inviting— it’ll keep our precious children from 

drifting off course.

R E F L E C T I O N  Q U E S T I O N S
1. How dependent are you on technology? For example, how 

quickly do you look at your phone when you wake up in 
the morning? Is it difficult to then put the phone down? 
Is technology part of your bedtime or mealtime routine? 
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Do you ever do things in your spare time without your 
phone? Do you routinely turn off your phone? In what 
ways has technology dependence negatively impacted your 
life, your health, or your relationships?

2. What is one change you would like to make around tech-
nology, and what steps will you take to do so?

3. How often do you talk to the young people you love about 
their digital lives? Do you feel you could know more about 
what apps, websites, and games they are into? Do you feel 
like they could benefit from more talks about how to nav-
igate the online world? If so, how might you go about it? 
What might you say?

4. What worries you most about your own technology con-
sumption? About your child’s technology consumption? 
What actions or conversations might you have to address 
that concern?

5. How might you be more of an Encourager rather than an 
enforcer in respect to your kids’ technology use? What 
might be some benefits of adopting that role?

6. Do you feel satisfied with the number of non- screen activ-
ities you do with the young people in your life each week 
or month? What steps might you take to increase those 
experiences? How might you involve the young people in 
your life in planning those activities and experiences?
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C H A P T E R  4

MICROMANAGED

There are only two lasting bequests we can hope to give 
our children. One of these is roots, the other, wings.

— Hodding Carter, Where Main 
Street Meets the River

Several years ago, after an especially chaotic rush out the door 
to go on a family vacation, I sat in the passenger seat fuming— 
fuming because I didn’t have time to put the dishes in the dish-
washer, fuming because we were late getting on the road, fuming 
because the garage door was acting up, fuming because things 
were not going according to plan— my plan— the one everybody 
in my family was subjected to, whether they liked it or not.

That’s when Scott turned to me with the most somber expres-
sion and said, “You’re never happy anymore.”

I wanted to defend.
I wanted to excuse.
I wanted to deny.
I wanted to say, “What on earth do you mean?”
But I couldn’t say anything. I just sat there in silence because 

I knew Scott was right.
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Love is a blanket that warms.
Love is a brace that supports.
Love is a balm that heals.
And sometimes, love is a pair of mismatched socks that relieves.
All day, I thought about my middle schooler navigating a 

long testing day at school after having to go to her sixth medical 
appointment in a month’s time. I hoped and prayed she felt com-
forted whenever she looked down. Because there, on her aching 
feet, were her mama’s socks, reminding her that she will never 
walk alone.

That’s what love does.

R E F L E C T I O N  Q U E S T I O N S
1. Overall, how would you describe the balance between 

requiring obedience and allowing freedom in your par-
enting? Which do you tend to rely on more? In what areas, 
if any, would you like to approach things differently?

2. If you were to release yourself from the role of manager, 
what do you fear might result? What might you gain?

3. Over the past week, how often would you say you allowed 
your adolescent to feel the power of responsibility, make 
choices, and/or solve problems in order to discover his or 
her own identity? In what ways might you give your teen 
even more autonomy during the week ahead?

4. What do you want to see when you envision your adoles-
cent as a young adult? How does this match what he or she 
envisions for him or herself? How might you move toward 
supporting your adolescent’s aspirations while also helping 
him or her develop self- governing skills?

5. When recently did you choose love when you could have 
chosen something else? Take a moment and recognize the 
significance of it. What other “right” choices can you affirm?
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C H A P T E R  5

WORRIED

What light can you shed by sharing your dark places? 
It is time to give your pain purpose. Time to put work 
boots on it. Send it out into the world. Give it a job.

— Laura Parrott Perry, Freedom Song

One of the summer expectations my parents set for my sister and 
me when we were growing up was to take a two- mile walk every 
day. Because my parents were both at work, this practice was 
purely on the honor system.

“How was your walk today?” my mom would ask when she 
got home.

“Fine,” I’d usually say, often thinking how easy it would be 
to not go and just say I had.

But I never did that.
Every single day, without fail, I walked the same two- mile 

loop around the neighborhood. It didn’t matter if it was sweltering 
outside or if dark clouds threatened rain; I laced up my shoes and 
set out— not because I was an obedient child, but because walking 
made me feel better.

Walking was so therapeutic that I continued this daily practice 
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R E F L E C T I O N  Q U E S T I O N S
1. The pressure to constantly do, to be active and productive, 

puts stress on everyone in the family. When was the last 
time you spoke to the young person in your life about his 
or her schedule? Is there something he or she would like to 
stop doing? Is there a way to simplify and allow for some 
downtime and freedom to play?

2. Brief ly ref lect on your interactions with the young people 
in your life over the last few days. What have been your 
responses when they expressed negative emotions, pain, 
or worry? How do you feel about your responses? Is there 
anything you would like to do differently in the week ahead?

3. What are your go- to coping strategies when you feel 
stressed, depressed, overwhelmed, or sad? Do you ever 
share your struggles with the young person in your life, 
as well as what you did or are going to do about it? How 
might you build a strong family narrative about how to 
handle such issues in the upcoming weeks and months?

4. In what ways do you make yourself available to listen when 
the young person in your life wants to talk?

5. What is one of your favorite belief statements or lifelines to 
say when the young person in your life is facing tough times?

6. Describe how you took a painful experience and transformed 
it into purpose. If nothing comes to mind, consider a past 
or current pain from your life that you could “put work 
boots on . . . send out into the world . . . and give a job,” 
as Laura Parrott Perry says.11 What might that look like?

11. Laura Parrott Perry, “Freedom Song,” Laura Parrott Perry (blog), August 16, 2019, 
https://lauraparrottperry.com/freedom-song/.
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C H A P T E R  6

NOT ENOUGH

Stop asking: Am I good enough?
Ask only
Am I showing up
with love?

Life is not a straight line
it’s a downpour of gifts, please— 
hold out your hand.

— Julia Fehrenbacher, “Hold Out Your Hand”

I don’t always remember dates, but I do remember faces, images, 
emotions, and songs. This probably explains why I’ve always used 
photos to motivate myself.

When my children were young, the photo I kept inside 
my kitchen cabinet to motivate me had been taken a couple of 
years after I graduated from college, during a trip to Seattle with 
my mom and sister. As we set out in my sister’s Honda Accord 
to take a ferry to Bainbridge Island, I can faintly recall 4 Non 
Blondes playing in the background, but more notably, a feeling of 
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So what, if we’re getting it done?
So what, if we’re trying hard?
So what, if we’re on the road to success?
All we can do is BE.

Be— 
Be— 

Feel the vibrations in the strum,
Life’s just the beat of a drum.

As people have downloaded Just Be and allowed the lyrics to 
conjure personal meaning, they often want to tell Avery what her 
song means to them. Overwhelmingly, many agree that her song 
calls them to a place of peace— a place to stop striving, a place 
where being is enough, a place where they are enough.

Someday, perhaps sooner than later, I will tell Avery what Just 
Be means to me.

Each time I listen, I hear the divine whisper that saved me all 
those years ago, now embodied in her living anthem to the world.

Don’t get ahead of yourself— stay right here.
Don’t get lost in the past— stay right here.
Love in the moment.
This is where life is.

R E F L E C T I O N  Q U E S T I O N S
1. How do you typically experience pressure? Does it come 

from internal or external sources? In what ways, if any, 
does the pressure you feel affect the people you love? 
Describe one step you will take to relieve the pres-
sure you are experiencing or cope with it in a heal- 
thy way.
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2. Author Peggy O’Mara says, “The way we talk to our 
children becomes their inner voice.” If this is true, what 
would the inner voice of your child sound like today? 
What changes, if any, would you like to make in the way 
you communicate with the young people in your life? 
Describe the specific changes and one small step you will 
take to begin.

3. While it is not in our power to give our kids a sense of 
purpose, we can give them space and opportunity so they 
can hear what they are being called to do. What are some 
ways you plan to give the young people in your life space 
and opportunity to explore their inner and outer world 
and discover what is meaningful to them? How will you 
set the example for a meaningful, heart- led life?
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